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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Floods

 may occur in bodies of water or areas with poor drainage

 causes may vary from one place to another

• Sweden – heavy rains and snow melts
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BACKGROUNDBACKGROUND
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Source: http://www.vindelalven.se/turist/varflod_over_2.shtml

100-yr. flood in Vindalälven (1995)

During flood (June  5) After flood (October 14)



INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Inundation studies

 give an overview of water surface profiles in terms of maps

 provide analyses of past flood events or the estimation of the 

water surface profile for the 100-year flood that can be 

calibrated, with the aid of specialised software specifically 

designed for hydraulic analysis

• e.g. software Hydrologic Engineering Center’s River 

Analysis System (HEC-RAS) 
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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Aims of the Study

 to predict possible flood outcomes in Testeboån River for the different 

flood events

 to contribute to the comprehension of the behaviour of one-dimensional 

flood models like HEC-RAS in terms of the effects of topographic data 

and roughness parameterisation

 to assess the closeness to reality of the SMHI maps and its reliability to 

be used for hazard mapping.
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STUDY AREASTUDY AREA

 Testeboån within the Gävle municipality

• From E4 motorway to the estuary

Map of the Study Area (Gävle Kommun, 2008)
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STUDY AREASTUDY AREA

Past Flood Records

 Four major flood events in the area:

 1916 - 180 m3/s 

 April 1937 - 127 m3/s

 May 1966 - 177 m3/s 

 May 1977 - 160 m3/s 

Previous Flood Studies

 Olofsson and Berggren (1966) 

 SMHI (2002) - Översiklig översvämningskartering längs Testeboån: från

Åmot till utloppet i Bottenhavet
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MATERIALS AND METHODSMATERIALS AND METHODS

Primary data: topographic Data 

 laser scan survey

• total of 166 million points 

o ground data points – 47 million

o model key points – 4 million

• May 5, 2008

 echo sounding survey 

• October 22-25 and 27, 2008

• total number of points: 30,0000

• had unsurveyed portions of the river 

Primary Software:  Arcview 3.3 with the HEC Geo RAS extension and HEC-

RAS
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MATERIALS AND METHODSMATERIALS AND METHODS
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MATERIALS AND METHODSMATERIALS AND METHODS

Combination of all data pointsCreation of TIN model

1) Pre-processing of Topographic Data
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Computation of data based on known points Computation and plotting of unknown bathymetric 
points



MATERIALS AND METHODSMATERIALS AND METHODS

2) Land use map creation

Land use map used for the study with the corresponding 
Manning’s n values

Land use Manning’s n

Urban Areas 0.1

Industrial / commercial units 0.1

Roads 0.13*

Port areas 0.1

Artificial non-vegetated areas

(green urban areas, sport and

leisure facilities, golf courses)

0.03*

Pasture 0.035*

Fruit trees and berry plantations 0.04*

Broad-leaf /Coniferous /Mixed

forests

0.1*

Young forests 0.06*

Cleared forests 0.04*

Wetlands / Inland Marshes /

Salt marshes

0.05*

Channel 0.033

Land use classification with corresponding  
Manning’s n values

*based on Chow (1959)
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MATERIALS AND METHODSMATERIALS AND METHODS

3) D3) Derivation of HEC-RAS Data

Stream Flow paths Banks Ineffective Areas

Different HEC-RAS themes generated for the study
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MATERIALS AND METHODSMATERIALS AND METHODS

Cross-sections created for the study area (left) and the SMHI cross-sections (right)

new SMHI
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MATERIALS AND METHODSMATERIALS AND METHODS

6) Calibrations

a) Inundation extents for different flood events

FLOOD EVENT DISCHARGE (m3/s)

2-yr. flood

(class warning 1)

60 

10-yr. flood

(class warning 2)

98

50-yr.

(class warning 3)

138

100-yr. flood 155

highest probable 386

Discharge rates for different flood events (SMHI, 2007)

b) Actual Flood vs. HEC-RAS Results

c) Topographic data completeness

d) Different  Manning’s n values

e) SMHI  Result vs. new simulation

4) Hydraulic Simulation 

5) Flood Delineation
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RESULTSRESULTS

Inundation extents for the different flood eventInundation extents for the different flood event

Normal (12.1 m3/s) Class 1 Warning (60m3/s) Class 2 Warning (98 m3/s)

Class 3 Warning (138 m3/s) 100-yr. Flood (155 m3/s) Highest Probable Flood (386 m3/s)

Inundation extents for the different flood events 16



RESULTSRESULTS

Water surface profiles for normal water discharge, the 100-year flood and the 
highest probable flood
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RESULTSRESULTS
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River banks

100-yr flood

Highest probable 

flood

video clip



RESULTSRESULTS

Actual flood vs. HEC-RAS Results

Simulated inundation extents of the middle sections of the river as compared to the 1977’s flood extent
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RESULTSRESULTS
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Flood extents between the 1977 flood and the HEC-RAS output in the central areas of the river



RESULTSRESULTS

Elevation comparison of inner areas that were not
inundated in the HEC-RAS result
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RESULTSRESULTS

Effects of using complete and incomplete topographic data
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RESULTSRESULTS

Effects of using different Manning’s n values
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RESULTSRESULTS

Flood extents of HEC-RAS and SMHI results as 
against the actual flood data
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Comparison with SMHI Results



RESULTSRESULTS

Misrepresented areas by the SMHI result
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DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

 study affirmed that high resolution data improved the performance of HEC-RAS

 unpredictability of the model was manifested in flatter areas 

• data completeness and Manning’s n became of significance

 inappropriateness of the SMHI map in providing the water extent

• could be risky

• bigger question as to the reliability of all the maps they produced 

 majority of the populated places such as Strömsbro, Varva, Stigslund and Forsby

were outside the 100-year flood’s extent, but were inundated with the highest flood

 in Norra Åbyggeby, where flatter areas were common, careful considerations must be taken
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CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

 the central part had drawn attention in terms of the output produced by the model after   
several simulations. 

 the area had also manifested sensitivity to the values the topographic data and to 
Manning’s n, particularly when values were limited only to the main channel, and the left-
and right-overbanks of the river.

 caution must be particularly made in these locations since the behaviour of the water flow 
was unpredictable

 inaccurateness of models to simulate floods is due to their assumptions and limitations, in 
addition to data constraints.  
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